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The conventional Total-Cross-Tied (TCT) Solar photovoltaic (SPV) array
configuration has the highest power output as compared to other
configurations or topologies in most cases of partial shading. But the
performance of TCT configuration is affected under shading conditions,
resulting in multiple peaks occurring in the output PV characteristics. To
improve the performance of TCT array configuration under different
shading scenarios, it is only necessary to reposition or rearrange the PV
modules in the TCT Solar PV array based on the arrangement of puzzle
numbers, without altering the electrical contacts of the TCT array
configuration. The main objective of this study is to investigate the
performance of rearrangement of modules in SPV array based new TCT
array configurations with shade dispersion technique and compare the
global maximum peak power (GMPP) of SPV array, mismatch losses,
Fill-Factor, efficiency and number of required electrical connections or
ties between array modules with proposed optimal arrangement of
modules under shading (non-uniform irradiance) conditions. For this
study, one uniform irradiance case and total 14 partial shading patterns
were considered. MATLAB/Simulink software was used for modeling and
simulation of 6×6 size different rearrangement based TCT array and
proposed optimal SPV array configurations.
Keywords: Photovoltaic cells and modules; Array output power; Interconnections; Mismatch power
losses; Fill-factor; Efficiency; Partial shading

1. Introduction
The freely available irradiance in the atmosphere is directly converted into
electricity through the photovoltaic (PV) effect with the help of solar photovoltaic (SPV)
cells in a PV module. The freely available solar energy is used for different applications
in our daily life. The first solar photovoltaic cell was developed in 1954 with a very low
efficiency of 5% which has now reached up to 25%. The efficiency of PV modules
gradually reduced to a lower value of less than 10%, because of partial shading effect in
an array [1-4]. The performance of a SPV array under shading conditions can be
improved by means of reconfiguration methods. The main conventional PV array
configurations are parallel, series, series-parallel(S-P), Honeycomb (HC), bridge linked
(BL) and total cross-tied (TCT) type [5-6] of connections. Among all conventional type,
the TCT has the highest power output and minimum mismatch losses under various
shading scenarios as presented in the literature [6-8]. The main I-V characteristic
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parameters are Voc, Vm, Isc, Im and Pm. The factors including manufacturer tolerance,
uneven surface soiling, light-induced power degradation, discoloration and cracking are
responsible for the I-V mismatch (differences of I-V parameters of PV modules in the
SPV array) in modules, which causes mismatch losses in the SPV array and typically 4%
to 7% energy loss. The performance of the TCT configuration is improved under shading
conditions by repositioning or rearrangement of the modules based on puzzle patterns in
an array configuration. In the TCT configuration based on number puzzles, the
arrangement of modules mainly includes Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, Ken-Ken, Skyscrapers,
Non-symmetric, Chaotic-Based-Map, Odd-Even, Futoshiki, Latin square, Magic square,
current based arrangement (Im based TCT) and voltage based arrangement (Vm based
TCT) photovoltaic configurations [8-10]. Based on the shading pattern, the optimal
location of each module in the TCT SPV array is determined with the help of puzzle
number analysis without modifying the electrical interconnections among the modules. In
this article, the various rearrangement methods used for enhancing the maximum power
of the SPV array under shaded conditions presented in the literature are analyzed, and the
parameters such as global maximum power (PGMPP), mismatch losses (mmlosses), fillfactor (FF) and efficiency are compared. This paper proposes an optimal interconnection
for a 6×6 size TCT array configuration under 14 different possible shading scenarios.
Compared to S-P and rearrangement-based TCT SPV array connections, the proposed
optimal interconnection technique minimizes the requirement of number of electrical
interconnections or ties among modules and also reduces mismatched power losses. The
optimal method proposed creates an alternative path for current distribution between
modules under unshaded and partially shaded conditions with minimum number of
interconnections or ties. The performance of the TCT array topology is improved by
rearrangement of modules to the optimal location, but wiring losses increase due to
repositioning of every module in an entire array configuration. The proposed method
minimizes the installation cost, requirement of wires, wiring installation time and
complexity of interconnections among modules as compared to rearrangement modules
based TCT configurations of the SPV system. The output array power of the optimal
method is nearly same as rearranged based TCT configuration by considering wiring
losses of repositioning modules in an array.

2. System Design
2.1 Mathematical Modelling of Solar PV Cell and Array
The solar PV cell converts solar PV energy into electrical energy. Figure 1 shows the
equivalent circuit of a single diode PV cell and symbol of PV cell.

Figure 1. Modeling of solar PV cell: (a) symbol (b) equivalent circuit of a PV cell
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The mathematical representation of the solar photovoltaic cell is given by in
Equation1 [11].
𝐈 = 𝐈𝐋 − 𝐈𝐑𝐒 [𝐞𝐱𝐩 {

(𝐕 + 𝐈𝐑𝐒 )
𝐪(𝐕 + 𝐈𝐑𝐒 )
} − 𝟏] −
𝐕𝐓𝐡 𝐚
𝐑𝐏

… … … … (1)

Where V and I are the solar PV cell voltage and current respectively. IL is the photo
generated current of the PV module and represented as
𝑰𝑳 =

𝑮
[𝑰
+ 𝑲𝒊𝒔𝒄 (𝑻𝒄 − 𝑻𝑺𝑻𝑪 )]
𝑮𝟎 𝑳𝑺𝑻𝑪

… … … … (2)

Kisc is the module short-circuit co-efficient. ILSTC is the module light generated current at
standard test conditions (STC). G is the incident irradiation and G0 is standard irradiation.
Tc and TSTC are the actual and STC temperatures in Kelvin.
The PV array consists of NP and NS number of PV modules that are connected in
parallel and series, respectively, is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Solar PV array with number of modules

The PV array current is mathematically represented in Equation 3[12].
𝐍𝐒
𝐍
)𝐈 )
𝐕𝐀 + 𝐑𝐒 ( 𝐒 ) 𝐈𝐀
𝐍𝐏 𝐀
𝐍𝐏
) − 𝟏] − [
] … … (𝟑)
𝐍
𝐕𝐓𝐡 𝒂
𝐑𝐏 ( 𝐒 )
𝐍𝐏

𝒒 (𝐕𝐀 + 𝐑𝐒 (
𝐈𝐀 = 𝐈𝐩𝐡 𝐍𝐏 − 𝐈𝐑𝐒 𝐍𝐏 [𝐞𝐱𝐩 (

where IA: array current; VA: array voltage [V]; Iph and IRS are solar cell photo current[A]
and diode reverse saturation current [A], respectively; RS and RP are series and parallel
resistances[Ω], respectively; A: Diode ideality factor (value 1 to 5); VTh: cell thermal
voltage [V] as VTh=kTC/q; TC: solar cell absolute operating temperature [K]; q: electron
charge [1.602×10-19 coulombs]; k: Boltzmann’s constant [91.38065e-23 J/K].
The simple 6×6 size PV plant with series-parallel (SP) connection is shown in
Figure 3. Each string consists of 6 (M) series connection modules and connects 6 number
of strings (N) in parallel to form a SP configuration.
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Figure 3. Simple 6 x 6 size series-parallel connection type PV Plant

Solar PV array configuration is formed by number of modules connected in
parallel and series [12-13]. Vm and Im are the un-shaded SPV module voltage and current,
respectively. If the n number of modules are connected in series, the current through
series modules is the same, but the voltage across the array is the sum of individual
module voltages. In series connection, the total power is calculated by Equation 4,
𝐼array = 𝐼string = 𝐼m1 = 𝐼m2 = ⋯ = 𝐼mn = 𝐼m
𝑉array = 𝑉m1 + 𝑉m2 + 𝑉m3 + ⋯ + 𝑉mn = 𝑛𝑉m }
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 𝑛𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚

---- (4)

When the SPV modules are connected in parallel, the voltage across each module
is the same, but the total current of array is the sum of currents of each module. In
parallel connection, the total power is calculated by Equation 5,
𝑉array = 𝑉m1 = 𝑉m2 = ⋯ = 𝑉mn = 𝑉m
𝐼array = 𝐼m1 + 𝐼m2 + ⋯ + 𝐼mn = 𝑛𝐼m }
𝑃array = 𝑛𝑉m 𝐼m

---- (5)

The current and voltage of the SPV array for ith row and jth column (i × j = n) in
array configuration are given by Equation 6.

𝑃array

𝐼array = 𝑗𝐼m
𝑉array = 𝑖𝑉m
}
= (i x j) 𝑉m 𝐼m = 𝑛 𝑉m 𝐼m

---- (6)

The power will be reduced, when all modules in the SPV array configuration are
uniformly shaded with shading factor Sf. The array power is given by Equation 7,
𝑃array = 𝑆f x 𝑛 x 𝑉m x 𝐼m
---- (7)
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2.2 Specifications of Solar PV Module
In this paper, in order to model and simulate different rearranged based SPV array
configurations, the Vikram Solar ELDORA 270 PV module available in MATLAB/
Simulink is considered. The PV module specifications under STC (1000 W/m2 and 25℃)
are tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1. Specifications of Vikram Solar ELDORA 270 module

2.3 Solar Photovoltaic Array Configurations
The main conventional configurations or topologies based on type of connections
of PV modules in SPV array are classified as:
a. Series (S) connection type configuration
b. Parallel (P) connection type configuration
c. Series-Parallel (S-P) connection type configuration
d. Bridge-Linked (B-L) connection type configuration
e. Honey-Comb (H-C) connection type configuration
f. Total-Cross-Tied (TCT) connection type configuration
In the series connection type, all modules are connected in series. In the parallel
connection type, all modules are connected in parallel as shown in Figure 3. The S and P
type of connections are not suitable for applications, because high currents exist in the
parallel type and high voltages in the series type [14-15]. In the SP connection, series
connected modules known as strings are connected in parallel. In the TCT type of
connection, ties are connected among modules to get more power. The formation of
different types of SPV array topologies from photovoltaic cell to array configurations is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Formation of 4×4 size solar PV array topologies

2.4 Rearrangement of SPV modules based Total Cross Tied (TCT)
configurations:
The modules in each row and column of TCT topologies are rearranged for
enhancing the output power of the SPV array. Based on the rearrangement of modules,
the TCT topologies are classified into,
i. Su-Do-Ku based TCT configuration
ii. Arrow Su-Do-Ku based TCT configuration
iii. Ken Ken- TCT configuration
iv. Skyscrapers- TCT configuration
v. Non-Symmetric TCT configuration
vi. Chaotic Baker Map (CBM)-TCT configuration
vii. Odd-Even TCT configuration
viii. Futoshiki – TCT configuration
ix. Latin Square-TCT configuration
x. Magic square-TCT configuration
xi. Current based (Im based) TCT configuration
xii. Voltage based (Vm based) TCT configuration
The above module re-arrangements in a 6×6 SPV array are based on the puzzle
pattern arrangement. In this method, the electrical contacts of modules in the SPV array
configuration are un-changed and repositioning the existing modules to new place
according to puzzle-based numbers [6-10]. The performance of TCT configuration under
this rearranged method is improved compared to conventional TCT configuration.
Proposed Optimal Configuration
The proposed optimal interconnection topology for the TCT array is developed
from the connection switch (CS= 0 or 1) method as explained in Section 3.1. In this
proposed method, the electrical connections between modules in SPV array
Tr Ren Energy, 2020, Vol.6, No.1, 37-60. doi: 10.17737/tre.2020.6.1.00111
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configurations are minimized. These interconnections are based on the shading pattern in
the array configuration.

3. Proposed Optimal TCT Array Configuration
3.1 Methodology
In the proposed optimal interconnections among modules, the entire PV array
system (any PV plant has a capacity of few KW to MW) is sub-divided into a small 2×2
size SPV sub arrays. The simulation results of a 2×2 sub array with tie connection switch
(TCS=0/1) analysis [11], i.e., if tie connection (tie) or interconnection is present means
TCS=1 or absent means TCS=0, among the PV modules under seven possible shading
cases for irradiances 500 W/m2 and 700 W/m2 are tabulated in Table 2. Figure 5 shows
the PV modules S1, S2, S3 and S4 of 2×2 sub array with possible shading cases [11].
In Case I, all modules receive a constant solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and the
maximum power generated with tie connection and without tie connection is 6676 W. So,
a tie connection is required. In Case II, the irradiance of module S1 is 500 W/m2 and S2,
S3, S4 modules receive an irradiance of 1000 W/m2. Under this case the array power
without tie connection is less than that with tie connection, so a tie is required among
modules. In Cases III, IV and V, two modules are shaded as shown in Figure-5. If the two
modules are shaded in horizontal (S1, S2) or vertical (S1, S3) positions in four positions,
the array output power is the same, so tie is not required. If the diagonally connected
modules are shaded, a tie between the SPV modules is required for the maximum array
power. In Case VI: modules S1, S2 and S3 are shaded and module S4 is un-shaded. The
output power of 2×2 array with tie connection is higher than that without tie connection,
so a tie is required. In Case VII: all four modules are shaded and the power of SPV array
with and without tie is the same, so a tie connection is not required among the modules.

Figure 5. Possible shaded cases for 2×2 PV array

In Cases I, III, V and VII, the array power is equal in with and without the tie
connection, so the tie is not required. But in Cases II, IV, VI, the global maximum power
of the SPV array with a tie connection is higher than that without a tie connection. In this
condition, a tie connection is required among modules for maximizing power. According
to the above cases, it can be concluded that the power output of the SPV array depends on
the location of number of shaded modules in an array configuration. In most cases, the
requirement of a tie among SPV modules in the proposed optimal method is less and the
number of electrical connections among the modules is minimized. From Table 2, it is
concluded that the tie among the modules in an array is required for one shaded module,
Tr Ren Energy, 2020, Vol.6, No.1, 37-60. doi: 10.17737/tre.2020.6.1.00111
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two diagonally shaded modules or three shaded modules cases, while the interconnection
or tie is not necessary among modules for other cases.
Table 2. Maximum powers for different irradiance levels

3.2 Modeling of Optimal Interconnection Configuration for Shading Case 9 and
Case 14
In this section, the modeling of 6×6 size solar PV array configurations by the
proposed optimal interconnection method are presented.

Figure 6. 6×6 size solar S-P PV array with interconnections among modules

In the proposed method, the entire 6×6 size PV array is sub-divided into a small
number of 2×2 arrays, and the number of electrical connections, i.e., interconnections
required for connection of modules in an array configuration, is developed with the
concept of proposed tie connection switch (TCS) method as described in Figure 6 in
Section 3.1. TCS=1 means a tie connection present and TCS=0 means a tie connection
absent between SPV array modules. The a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u,
v, w, x and y are the proposed interconnections/ties among the modules in the 6×6 size
PV array system. The number of inter-connections required in the SP configuration is 0,
while the number of interconnects required in the TCT array configuration is a maximum
Tr Ren Energy, 2020, Vol.6, No.1, 37-60. doi: 10.17737/tre.2020.6.1.00111
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of 25. In the proposed optimal topology, it depends on the number of shaded modules in
the SPV array configuration. If the shaded modules in a 2×2 sub array are one, diagonally
shaded two modules or three shaded modules, the tie/ interconnection required. In other
cases, i.e., two shaded modules either horizontally shaded or vertically shaded, all four
modules shaded or all four modules unshaded conditions, the tie is not required. This
method reduces the wiring losses and wiring cost at the time of installation. The array
output power of the proposed optimal topology is higher than that of the SP configuration
and less than that of the TCT topology. By considering the wiring losses of rearranged
based TCT configurations, the power output of proposed optimal configuration method is
almost equal to that of the TCT configuration. The different partial shading cases (1 to
14) and uniform case-U are shown in Figure 7. The number of interconnections in SP, rearranged based TCT and optimal TCT configurations for cases 9 and 14 are tabulated in
Table 3 and for all cases 1 to 14 are tabulated in Table 4.
Table 3. Optimal interconnection results for cases 9 and 14

Table 4. Optimal interconnection results for different cases

3.3 Partial Shaded Photovoltaic Array
The irradiance received by an SPV array is less than 1000 W/m2, i.e., nonuniform irradiance due to the shading effect. The main reason for shading is due to
changes in tilt angles of modules, shading nearby buildings, clouds, bird litters, falling
tree leaves on modules, and dust formed on modules because of pollution. In this work,
for the performance analysis of 6×6 size re-arrangement based TCT SPV array
configurations and proposed optimal TCT configurations, total fourteen partial shading
Tr Ren Energy, 2020, Vol.6, No.1, 37-60. doi: 10.17737/tre.2020.6.1.00111
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scenarios and one uniform case-U are considered, and the results including global
maximum peak array power, shading losses, fill-factor, efficiency and number of ties
required among modules in SPV array configurations are compared. Figure 7 shows the
different irradiance values for partial shaded photovoltaic array for cases 1 to 14.

Figure 7. Proposed partial shading cases for 6×6 SPV TCT array configurations

4. Modeling and Simulation of Re-arrangement of Solar PV Modules Based
TCT Configurations
4.1 Rearrangement of Modules in 6×6 TCT Solar PV Array
As shown in Figure 8, the photovoltaic modules are arranged in row and column
wise for a 6×6 size conventional TCT array configuration. The number 11 indicates 1st
row and 1st column, 12 indicates 1st row and 2nd column and similarly for 66 means 6th
row and 6th column. In SP,TCT and optimal TCT type of configurations the modules
doesn’t change their positions in an SPV array, whereas in remaining rearranged based
TCT array configurations the position of modules is rearranged based on the puzzle
number pattern. In this rearrangement module-based configurations, the modules in every
column or row are changed to other columns or rows in the entire 6×6 size array
depending on the type of puzzle used. As shown in Figure 9, the rearrangement of
modules is based on the puzzle number patterns, including Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, KenTr Ren Energy, 2020, Vol.6, No.1, 37-60. doi: 10.17737/tre.2020.6.1.00111
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Ken type, skyscrapers type, Non-symmetric, CBM, Odd-Even, Futoshiki, Latin Square,
Magic Square, Im based (current based arrangement) and Vm based (voltage based
arrangement) method [15-16]. For the Im based method, let’s consider a 6×6 TCT array
with 36 modules which are rearranged by Im values of SPV module as shown in Figure
9. In the proposed rearrangement method, only modules are rearranged in different rows
or columns without altering the electrical connections of SPV array configurations. So,
the shade will be dispersed to a new row or column in the array. It improves the
performance of photovoltaic array configurations, compared to other conventional
configurations. In this rearrangement-based configuration, the performance will be
improved but it requires more wires for repositioning of modules to a new row or column
in an array. It leads to wiring losses and increases the installation cost of the solar plant.
The rearrangement of modules based on Sudoku puzzle for TCT configuration is shown
in Figure 8. In a similar way, remaining SPV TCT array configurations are rearranged
based on puzzle patterns shown in Figure 9.
In the Series-Parallel configuration, series connection of modules (strings) are
connected in parallel shown in Figure 4(c). The TCT array topology is formed from
interconnecting the rows of the junction of SP scheme through ties. In the optimal TCT
configuration type, ties are connected between modules, depending on the number of
shaded modules and their locations in an array configuration. In Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku,
Ken-Ken, Non-symmetric and Latin square type, modules in 1st column are unchanged,
while the positions of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th column modules are changed and based on
the puzzle pattern. In skyscraper, CBM, Odd-Even and Futoshiki type of TCT array
configurations, all modules in each row and column are changed to the new optimal
location in an array according to puzzle arrangement shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Proposed Su-Do-Ku puzzle based re-arranged TCT SPV array configuration
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Figure 9. Rearrangement of modules in TCT SPV array Configurations based on puzzle patterns

4.2 Shade Dispersion Analysis of Su-Do-Ku Puzzle Based TCT SPV Array
Configuration
Figure 10 shows the shade dispersion analysis for the Sudoku puzzle based TCT
configuration. As shown in Figure 10(a), a 6×6 size TCT PV array consists of 6 rows and
6 columns of modules. In this method, the PV modules are repositioned in each row and
column based on puzzle patterns without altering electrical connections. These electrical
interconnections are the same as that of the TCT array topology. The module
arrangement in Sudoku pattern is shown in Figure 10(b). The modules in the 1st column
remain unchanged and modules in remaining five columns are changed their positions as
shown in Figure 10(c). For the 5th row of the TCT array configuration that is completely
shaded, the modules are repositioned to new optimal location in a same column by
rearrangement of modules based on Sudoku puzzle. In the Sudoku arrangement, the
modules are re-arranged to a new position, compare to previous positions as shown in
Figure 10(a). In this arrangement, the position of the shaded modules is changed, and the
shade will be dispersed to a new position, as shown in Figure 10(d) of shade dispersion
with Sudoku-TCT configuration. By this shade dispersion technique, the shading on the
TCT array configuration is dispersed without altering the electrical connections by
simply repositioning of existing modules in an array, and it improves the output power of
array as compared to the conventional TCT configuration.
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Figure 10. Su-Do-Ku based TCT configuration with shade dispersion technique

4.3. Performance of Rearrangement Modules Based TCT SPV Array
Configuration
This section describes the comprehensive study on SP, TCT, optimal TCT and
puzzle-based rearrangement of TCT array configurations [8-10] under one uniform caseU and 14 number of shading scenarios (Cases 1-14). The proposed optimal
interconnection technique is applicable for PV systems of any size, improves the array
power, and requires a minimum number of ties and low shading losses, compared to SP
and TCT configurations. This optimal method doesn't require any switches or sensors, so
it is simple to implement [9-13].
The interconnections or ties among modules are a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n,
o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x and y, as shown in Figure 6. For SP configurations, no tie
connections are required, and in puzzle based rearranged TCT configurations, a total 25
ties are required among modules. In the case of the proposed optimal configuration, only
a smaller number of ties is required, which depends on the shading pattern. In this
proposed optimal method, the mismatch losses given in Equation 8 are reduced compared
to the series-parallel configuration, and the number of interconnections or ties are
minimized compared to the TCT array configuration. It also reduces the installation time,
cost, cable losses, and wiring required for installation of PV system.
Mismatch power loss 𝑷𝒎𝒎𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒔 (𝑾) = 𝑷𝒎𝒖 − 𝑷𝒎𝒑𝒔𝒄
% Power loss =

𝑷𝒎𝒖 −𝑷𝒎𝒑𝒔𝒄
𝑷𝒎𝒖

Fill-Factor (FF) =
Efficiency, η =

x 𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝑽𝒎𝒑𝒑 ∗ 𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒑
𝑽𝒐𝒄 ∗ 𝑰𝒔𝒄

𝑽𝒎𝒑 ∗ 𝑰𝒎𝒑
𝑷𝒊𝒏

x𝟏𝟎𝟎

… … … … (𝟖)
… … … … (𝟗)
… … … … (𝟏𝟎)
… … … … (𝟏𝟏)

Where Pin = Number of SPV modules × Area of Module, and Area of module= 1952×982
mm (given in Table 1: specifications of solar ELDORA 270W PV module). Pmu is the
global maximum power (GMPP) of the SPV array at uniform irradiation of 1000 W/m2
and Pmpsc is the array power at different shading cases. Vmp is the maximum voltage and
Imp is the current at maximum power point. Voc and Isc are open circuit voltage and short
circuit currents of the SPV module, respectively [11-15].
Wiring Losses for Solar PV Array Configurations
The repositioning of modules to the optimal location within an array increases the
distance of wiring requirement for electrical connections of modules in each column in an
array configuration. So, the wire resistance is increased, which causes a wiring loss and
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increases the voltage drop. The additional length of wires required for each module
depends on the physical location of the previous and next modules in the same column.
Compared to the optimal interconnections of the TCT configuration under different
partial shading conditions, it increases the wiring losses in a rearrangement based TCT
array configuration. If the connections or ties among modules in an array are less, the
wiring requirement for the PV system installation can be reduced. But in the TCT array
configuration, the number of ties or interconnections among modules are more, so the
wiring requirement is more. In the TCT type of configuration system, the cost of the
installation increases and wiring losses are more due to the additional length of wires
used for interconnection among modules in array configuration.

5. Results and Discussion
The output PV (Power-Voltage) characteristics of SP, proposed rearranged based
TCT and proposed optimal topology under 14 different shading and one un-shaded are
shown in Figures 11 to 25. The global maximum powers of the array of SP, rearranged
based TCT and proposed optimal interconnection topology are shown in Figure 26. In the
uniform irradiance case-U, the global maximum peak power of SP, rearranged TCT and
proposed optimal configurations or topology are the same i.e., 9620 W and the maximum
power will be changed in different shading scenarios. The array global maximum power
and mismatch or shading losses, fill-factor, efficiency of TCT array configurations under
14 different partial shading cases (Cases 1 to 14) are tabulated in Table 5.
Table 5. Array power, fill-Factor and efficiency of different configurations
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From the simulation results, it can be concluded that,
➢ In partial shading case-1: Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, skyscrapers, non-symmetrical,
Futoshiki, LS and MS type of TCT array configurations have the maximum
global peak power of 8834 W.
➢ In partial shading case-2: SP, TCT, proposed optimal TCT, Sudoku, Arrow
Sudoku, Ken-Ken, skyscrapers, Non-symmetrical, futoshiki, LS, Im based and
Vm based TCT configurations have the maximum power of 8834 W.
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➢ In partial shading case-3: Magic Square (MS) TCT array configuration has the
maximum power of 7460 W.
➢ In partial shading case-4: TCT, proposed optimal TCT, Odd-Even, MS, Vm based
TCT configurations have the maximum power of 8834 W.
➢ In partial shading case-5: Arrow Sudoku, Ken-Ken, Non-symmetric, Im based
TCT configurations have the maximum power of 8916 W.
➢ In partial shading case-6: Sudoku, skyscraper, CBM, Futoshiki, LS type
configurations have the maximum power of 8049 W.
➢ In partial shading case-7: Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, skyscraper, Non-symmetric,
Futoshiki, LS and MS type of SPV array configurations have the maximum power
of 7618 W.
➢ In shading case-8: Arrow Sudoku, Ken-Ken, Non-symmetric, Im based TCT
configurations have the maximum power of 6480 W.
➢ In partial shading case-9: Sudoku type TCT SPV array configuration has the
maximum power of 7422 W.
➢ In partial shading case-10: Sudoku type TCT has the maximum power of 6815 W.
➢ In partial shading case-11: all rearrangement-based puzzle TCT configurations
have the maximum global power of 5704 W.
➢ In partial shading case-12: TCT, optimal TCT, Odd-Even, MS, Im based and Vm
based TCT configurations have the maximum power of 8049 W.
➢ In partial shading case-13: all rearrangement-based puzzle TCT configurations
have the maximum global power of 9352 W.
➢ In partial shading case-14: Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, Ken-Ken, Non-symmetric,
MS, Im based TCT configurations have the maximum global power of 6716 W.
➢ Under partial shading conditions, rearrangement-based Total- Cross-Tied (TCT)
array configurations show improved results compared to the conventional array
topologies.
➢ In the proposed method of optimal configuration, the requirement of ties or
interconnections for electrical connections of modules in an array configuration
are changed based on the shading pattern in the array.
➢ Considering wiring losses in TCT and rearranged based TCT array topologies, the
proposed optimal TCT array configuration has the better results compared to
other rearranged based TCT array topologies. From the simulation results
tabulated in Table 5, it can be concluded that the proposed optimal TCT array
configuration, Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, MS type of puzzle based TCT
configurations have the highest global maximum peak power.

5.1 Simulation Results:
Power-Voltage Characteristics of SPV TCT Array Configurations
The performance characteristics (Power-Voltage) for different 6x6 size TCT SPV
array configurations or topologies are shown in Figures 11 to 25. The global maximum
peak powers of PV configurations under various shading cases are represented in Figure
26. The global maximum peak powers (GMPP) of each topology are tabulated in Table 5.
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a. Series(S)-Parallel (P) Configuration:

Figure 11. Output characteristics of 6 x 6 array S-P configuration

b. Total (T)-Cross(C)-Tied (T) configuration:

Figure 12. Output characteristics of 6 x 6 size TCT SPV array configuration

c. Proposed optimal array configuration:

Figure 13. Output characteristics for proposed optimal configuration
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d. Su-Do-Ku based T-C-T configuration:

Figure 14. 6 x 6 array Sudoku-TCT configuration characteristics

e. Arrow Su-Do-Ku based TCT configuration:

Figure 15. 6×6 array Arrow Sudoku TCT configuration characteristics

f. Ken-Ken based TCT configuration:

Figure 16. P-V characteristics for Modified Ken Ken-TCT configuration
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g. Skyscrapers-TCT configuration:

Figure 17. P-V characteristics for Skyscrapers TCT configuration

h. Non-Symmetric TCT configuration:

Figure 18. P-V characteristics for Non- Symmetric TCT Re-configuration

i. Chaotic Baker Map (CBM) TCT configuration:

Figure 19. P-V characteristics for CBM TCT Re-configuration
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j. ODD-EVEN based TCT configuration:

Figure 20. P-V characteristics for Odd Even TCT configuration

k. Futoshiki-TCT configuration:

Figure 21. P-V characteristics for Futoshiki TCT configuration

l. Latin Square (LS) based TCT configuration:

Figure 22. P-V characteristics for LS based TCT configuration
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m. Magic Square (MS) TCT topology:

Figure 23. P-V characteristics for MS TCT configuration

n. Im based TCT configuration:

Figure 24. P-V characteristics for Im based TCT configuration

o. Vm based TCT configuration:

Figure 25. P-V characteristics for Vm based TCT configuration
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Figure 26. Global maximum powers of different TCT SPV array configurations

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed optimal array configuration method can be applied to an array of
any size by simply dividing the PV system into a number of 2×2 sub arrays. The
performance of rearranged array TCT configurations based on puzzle patterns including
Sudoku, Arrow Sudoku, Ken-Ken, CBM, Odd-Even, Futoshiki, LS, MS, Im based and
Vm based array TCT configurations are compared with the proposed optimal TCT
configuration under fourteen different partial shading cases and one uniform un-shaded
case-U. In the rearrangement method, the positioning of modules is changed, but
electrical connections are unchanged. The wiring losses and requirement of wires for the
rearrangement of modules are more due to repositioning of photovoltaic modules without
altering electrical connections. Compared to rearranged based TCT array configurations,
the proposed optimal method slightly reduces the mismatch losses, improves the array
global maximum power and the fill factor, and minimizes the number of interconnections
among modules, time required for wiring at the time of installation of PV system,
installation cost of photovoltaic system and complexity of modules interconnection in an
array. The rearranged based configurations have greater array power in all proposed
partial shading conditions, but due to the extra wire length required for module
interconnections in the array configuration, there is more wiring loss.
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